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increased despite the fact that the number of yearly fatalities has decreased.
In 2018, Boston averaged 12 accidents per day which is a total of 4,367 
accidents that year. The city has been lowering its speed limits in an attempt 
to combat the growing number of accidents; however, numbers continue to 
rise. The goal of this study is to identify areas of vulnerability for vehicle and 
motor accidents in Boston in order to properly allocate funds and resources 
to roadway rehabilitation. 
 
 

(3) severity of past accidents, and (4) proximity to major exits. A weighted 
overlay was used to spacially analyze the data and find the areas of highest 
overlap between data sets. The following equation shows the weight of 
each data set used to calculate risk,

RISK = 0.5T + 0.2S + 0.2P +0.1E

where T is the traffic volume, S is the severity, P is the population density 
and E is the proximity to exits. In addition, within each data set, attributes 
have various weights. The table below shows the value of each reclassified 
raster data set. Therefore, high 
traffic volume and highest population 
density have the most weight in 
the overlay. A 1 mile buffer was 
placed on the exit layer and a 
quarter mile buffer was placed on 
the accident severity layer and 
used in the weighted overlay. 
Therefore, areas within the buffers
on both layers have more weight 
than areas outside of the buffers in
the weighted overlay. When making
the population density layer, the
population data did not include the
Longwood and South Boston
Waterfront neighborhoods. 
Therefore, these areas were 
disregarded for the study. 

The map above shows the result of the 
weighted overlay of the four data sets. 
The red represents the areas with the

highest vulnerability for motor accidents. All of the vulnerable 
areas are located in three major areas of Boston: (1) 
Dorchester, (2) North Boston, and (3) Allston/Brighton. In 
Dorchestor, most of the vulnerable areas lie along William T. 
Morrissey Boulevard and into Gallivan Boulevard. In North 
Boston, there is high risk on Commonwealth Avenue, 
Huntington Avenue, Massachusetts Avenue, Interstate 90 and 
Interstate 93. Specifically, there is a high risk area at the 
intersection of I-90 and I-93 in the South End. In Allston and 
Brighton, there is risk along Cambridge and Brighton Street as 
well as along I-90 moving downtown. This study shows that 
resources should be allocated to the Northern parts of Boston 
as there are higher concentrations of traffic volume, large 
roadways, people, and major exits. Further studies will be 
needed to determine what kind of rehabilitation should be done 
to the high risk roadways.   

According to the Boston Globe, in 
the last three years Boston’s yearly
number of reported accidents has 

In this study, four data sets were 
considered: (1) population density, 
(2) annual average traffic volume,


